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This position paper reflects SME into software development. We argue that to
apply SME in software development projects, construction of method fragments
should also take place during the project by the method users. The topic is cur
rent due to two key technologies, EPF and SPEM, that enable illustrative and
prompt method construction. The paper looks at the relevant background in
both SME and software development processes, identifies four levels of method
management work, discusses the method reuse strategy, and presents an exam
ple of on-the-fly method construction.

1 Introduction

Our background is on software engineering and on pragmatic research with
the companies. Currently, we focus on process modeling technologies and their
utilization in, for example, reducing the process/project gap. To retain the ap
plicability of the results we work with the processes and process frameworks
that are in real use. It has turned out that our work is closely related to Situa
tional Method Engineering (SME) in the Information Systems field, and we see
direct applicability of the SME concepts in the software development projects.
In what follows, we use 'process' and 'method' as synonyms.

The topic of this paper has become significant due to recent technolog
ical advances that have improved our ability to create, organize, reuse, and
manage methods. Two key technologies are The Software Process Engineering
Metamodel (SPEM) and The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF). SPEM is a
standard for defining processes and process components and it is fostered by
Object Management Group (O:\1G). Currently, version 2.0 is at the final stage
of standarization [1]. EPF is an open source project that provides tools and con
tent for software process engineering [2]. The EPF Composer supports for all
essential SPEM modeling mechanisms although it is not fully SPEM compliant.

Situational Method Engineering (SME) focuses on providing techniques and
tools for creating and using project specific methods, instead of having a single
generic method. The fundamental goal is to achieve flexibility, as opposed to
rigid methods, without sacrificing control over the development project. There
are several approaches for pursuing this goal that are reviewed and summarized
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in [3]. The maj ority of SME methods approach t he goal by creating situational
method fragments t hat are selected according to project 's sit uation and then
assembled into a project specific method. Another st rategy is to st ar t with a
full method framework comprising of myriad of method contents capable of
support ing a wide range of project situat ions. A workable method is obtained
by configur ing t he framework wit h the cha racterist ics of a par t icular project ,
or common characteristics of severa l projects. T his approach is widely used
in software development industry; a well known example of such commer cial
method frameworks is Rational Unified P rocess (RUP) [4].

Distinctive work in flexible processes in the software engineering field in
cludes Boehm's risk-based approach for making methodology decisions t hat
integrate agile and plan-driven pract ices [5]. In Cockburn's approach, a method
is selected according to staffing size and system criticality [6]. Even t hough
t his aims at pre-selecting t he meth od , changing the selected meth od during t he
project is not uncommon . T his indicates t he difficulty of seeing t he sit uational
forces in advance and the volatility of the project sit uation.

Whil e t hese approaches have many differences, t hey all sha re a common
attribute : separation of method design from its use in te rms of time and par
t icipation roles. Methods are designed almost solely in advance by method en
gineers. Also, project specific methods are ty pically created at the beginning of
t he proj ect by a method engineer that is external to project 's staffing. Recent
approaches shift par t of t he method design into method users' responsibility.
Mirbel and Ralyt e describ e a two step method approach: The first step builds
a new method adapted for project sit uation, while t he second step allows t he
method users to configure fur th er the obtained method for t heir particular
needs [7] . However , the method users do not create new solut ions for the sit ua
t ion, but they select what exist ing method guida nce is used in the project . T his
is very different from a practice-driven approach by Ivar Jacobson et al. [8].
The approach puts a reusable practice in t he cente r of process design; teams
will mix and match pract ices t o create efficient ways of workin g. Pract ices are
used in a framework that allow, for example, to t rack how value is created and
captured in work pro ducts.

The hallm arks of recognized SME approaches - separating software pro cess
design from it s use, exte rnalizing process knowledge and st ruct ur ing t he process
modules to form a coherent syste m - form only one possible st rategy for coping
with the complexity and uncertainty of cur rent software projects [9]. We argue
t hat this strategy should be complemented with developer driven method design
also during the project execut ion in the real pro ject context.

2 Method management strategy

We identify four levels of meth od engineering. F irstly, method library manage
ment takes a facilit ating viewpoint to process use. A practi cal goal is to main
tain method conte nt modularized so that method use and reuse in t he ot her
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three levels is expedient. T his level is the resp onsibili ty of method engineers and
higher man agement. Secondly, project specijic method design describes a method
for a par ticular project sit uation. The method imposes control onto the devel
opment, but leaves choices open where need for adaptation is ant icipate d. This
level implement s planned process flexibility. Thirdly, me thod jitting is t he re
sponsibility of the pro cess users. Based on the proj ect 's real sit uation, t he users
select method content that best fits t heir needs. The fit ting is const ra ined by
the proj ect speci fic method . Fourthly, on-the-fiy method construction responses
to unanticipated sit ua tio ns. A new method fragment is created in the project 's
process context. The constructed fragment communicates t he plan for coping
with the sit uat ion to all par t icipants, and documents it for fur ther use in pr ocess
improvement activit ies.

T he balance between these four levels of method engineering should be
treated as a strategic choice depending on the company's business and indi
vidua l project 's method needs. One of the main issues is the balanc e between
repeat ability and helping the project staff to man age t he un anticipated situ
ations. It is evident that one scheme does not fit all needs; some companies
ope rate in a highly dynamic business environment, whereas ot hers operate in
a stable business context [10]. The former will not benefit from rigid method
reposit ories. Instead , the st rategy should emphas ize facilit ation of the on-t he
fly method construction with method fragment s that reflect the teams t rue
capabilit ies and can be combined flexibly and promptly. T he proj ect sit uation,
involving both the business and engineering contexts, resolves on what levels
we should put t he emphas is.

Business contex t involves any goals that the project has in addit ion to pro
ducing t he deliverabl es. Requirement of high predictability of cost and time of
delivery, need to demonstrate quality or progress during the proj ect , and cre
at ing reusable software components highlight t he need for the project speci fic
method design . High emphas is on t ime-to-market and innovative or technically
cha llenging products require maneuver abili ty of t he teams. In this kind of sur
roundings the method is used as a facilitator of team capabilit ies in unexpected
sit ua tions . T his calls for on-the-fly method construc t ion.

Engineeri ng context involves the predict abili ty and the stability of the
method needs in a projec t. For example, a project affected by many forces
not controlled by itself has unpredict abl e method needs. An unst abl e project
has characteristics t hat cha nge over t ime, for example, growing project st aff or
decision to outsource par ts of development . The less predict abl e and stable the
project is, t he more we have to rely on on-t he-fly method const ruction.

3 Method reuse strategy

T he reusa bility of a method fragment is determined by its proj ect sit uation
coverage and the engineer ing scope it imp acts, illustrated in Fig. 1. Wide project
situation coverage implies high reuse value, whereas a fragment with narrow
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coverage describes a solution to an unfrequent situation. The upper levels of
method management strategy should concern fragments of high reuse value.
Wide engineering scope means that the fragment affects several development
disciplines, and thus, should not be tampered with from a local point of view
without proper authorization. Fragments with narrow engineering scope are
localized and have well-defined and explicit interdependencies in the process.

Every company has a unique mixture of method needs from each of the
quadrants, and the challenge is to make the method quadrants work together.
Method fragments in the on-the-fly quadrant are solutions to local and possibly
unique situations. The challenge is how to construct methods on the fly without
impeding software development. The practice quadrant together with the dis
ciplined quadrant is the home ground of SME allowing specific method design
for wide range of process types. The challenge is the compatibility and com
posability of the method fragments so that they can form a seamless method.
The disciplined quadrant captures the backbone and dominant assumptions of
methods. The challenge is how to retain the process user's ability to modify the
method using fragments from practice quadrant [10]. The specialized methods
do not involve the reuse aspect, but are highly efficient end-to-end methods for
a specific development purpose.
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Fig. 1. Project situation coverage and engineering scope characterize the reuse strat
egy of a method fragment. 'Technical iteration' is an example of the result of on-the-fly
construction, 'code refactoring' is a highly reusable fragment having only a local im
pact, 'RUP' is an example where project dependent practices are intertwined into a
process backbone. 'XP' is specialized method for situations including on-site customer,
single development team and no architectural risks.

4 Example of the on-the-fly method construction

The following example serves two purposes: Firstly, it shows a typical on-the
fly constructed fragment, and secondly, it illustrates how effortless on-the-fly
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construction can be made. The example in Fig. 2 is taken from a real project
using an agile development process in Gaudi Software Factory [11]. The method
modification concerns using a customer requirement driven development itera
tion as a stating point for creating an iteration where the focus is on solving
the technical challenges of the product and new customer requirements are not
added. The customer driven acceptance testing is replaced with exploratory
testing that is run by the technical expert. 'Write user manual' is removed as
unnecessary and 'Refactor' is added to improve the code quality.

VVrite Test Scenarios

DesignreSSion

C>
~.-.-------'.'."

~
PublishReleaseBuild..............

I
~

P orm ACCJance Testing(.

DebugCode

C>

Fig. 2. Example of developing the method fragment 'technical iteration' in on-the-fly
construction. The starting and the resulting fragments are combined. The removed
activities are crossed out and the additions are shown as free-hand symbols. In prac
tice, the modifications are made with process modeling tools, in this case EPF 1.0.
Free-hand graphics is used here for illustrative purposes.

The example demonstrates that on-the-fly construction does not go into
details, instead it should focus on devising a plan rather than writing guidance.
When this is combined with reusing existing process fragments (e.g. 'refactor'
in the example) the construction becomes rapid. The fragment representation is
understandable, it communicates the created solution, and shows explicitly the
dependencies of the fragment so that they can be taken into account. Finally,
the created fragment would probably be useful in other projects and can be
analyzed and refined into a reusable practice.
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5 Conclusion

T he recent development in process standards and too ls makes on-the-fly method
and method fragment construction feasible in pract ice. This enables us to allo
cate par t of process management work to development teams: (i) The methods
can reach down to operational level development work as it is carried out in t he
project , nar rowing t he process/ project gap, and (ii) t he actual process needs in
projects can be captured by on-t he-fly construct ion and they can be communi
cated to process management to keep processes up to date.

Integrat ing on-the-fly meth od construct ion into exist ing process manage
ment pract ices is not st ra ight forwar d. We have present ed four levels of process
management st rategy, and outlined a framework for underst anding the reuse
st rategy and realization of t he fragments . However, t here are open quest ions
on, for example, st ructuring of method libraries, composa bility of method frag
ments and backbones, roles and responsibilities in process man agement , and
process imp rovement practices. On-the-fly method construction itself needs fur
t her research, in part icular t he required too l support, the modeling convent ions,
and sufficient conte nt and level of details in the const ructe d models.
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